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Abstract: One challenge that organizations face nowadays is to agilely react to
changes in their business, adapting their business processes and technologies to
new possibilities. To do so, organizations must be capable of separating the
definition of their business processes from their technical implementation, which
most are currently streaky. Applying the Service Oriented Computing (SOC) and
Business Process Management (BPM) paradigms in conjunction, is an important
but not trivial, step to take, involving different visions of business and
technological challenges. The Model Driven Development (MDD) paradigm is
also applied to serve as a bridge between business process models and technical
models of the software to implement them. In this paper, the further work done on
a service oriented methodology defined years ago is presented, considering
business processes as the centre of software development. From business process
models, software services are derived in a straightforward way, which will be
automated by model transformations using the OMG service profile.

1 Introduction

Service Oriented Computing (SOC) involves the integration of technologies and
concepts from various disciplines of the area of computation [PTDL07], and the Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a key element of its realization. In [KBS05] SOA is an
architecture style of reusable software-based services, with well-defined public
interfaces, where suppliers and consumers of services interact in a decoupled way for
conducting business processes. A service provides business logic and data, a service
contract, restrictions for the consumer, an interfaces that exposes functionality. A
repository for storing service contracts and a service bus for connecting those involved
are also defined. This vision is related to Business Process Management (BPM) which
deals with efforts to optimize or adapt the organizational needs of business processes
[BPMI] and BPM Systems (BPMS) as support tools that allow, among others, modeling
and implementation of these processes in sequences of invocations to services
(orchestration, choreography) [KBS05] [SF03].
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The joint application of the SOC and BPM paradigms is the ideal way to model business
processes implementing them independently of technology. An important feature is that
it allows the logic of business processes to be clearly separated from the core business
logic located in lower-services of finer granularity. Using a BPMS for the definition and
control of these processes avoids codifying information and business rules directly in the
software, thus facilitating the modification, re-configuration and optimization of the
processes through graphical tools to define process flows, i.e., using the Business
Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [BPMN]. Processes could be added or modified
with few adjustments, the business logic will be implemented only once in a service,
increasing the reuse of knowledge and reducing inconsistencies and redundancies.

While progress has been made in the conceptual and technological aspects of SOC and
SOA, BPM and business processes, there is still a lack of methodologies and guides for
their joint application. The methodology presented here was initially proposed in 2005
[DGP06][De06][De07] in 2005, as an extension to a base process [BP00][BP06] which
is an adaptation of RUP[RUP]. In this paper a modified methodology is presented for its
application along with any software development process, with special focus on the
business process models to derive software services. At this stage, this derivation is only
methodological and conceptual, but it would be automated applying the Model Driven
Development (MDD) paradigm, by defining models, metamodels and transformations
between them, in a framework which integrates the three paradigms.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: section 2 will discuss the related work,
section 3 will present the business process-driven methodology, including the first
proposal and the further work done, and section 4 will illustrate the use of the
methodology through a case study based on the generic "Grant Loan" business process
of a bank. Finally, in section 5 some conclusions and future work will be presented.

2 Related work

There are many guidelines, techniques and recommendations, and some methodologies
that prescribe key aspects of the development process for service oriented software or
business process implementation, but very few combine them. [EA04][Er05][KBS05]
provides insight of the main aspects for SOA development, but in a general way,
enumerating the features and elements of service orientation, and discussing specific
technologies to implement it, i.e., Web Services. The SOMA plug-in [SOMA] of RUP in
Rational Method Composer (RMC) [RMC], is contemporaneous with the first proposal
of the methodology presented here, and similarly, it is focused on disciplines of Business
Modeling, Design and Implementation. It defines more elements (activities, products,
roles) making it more complex. A comparison is presented in [DGRP08].
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Some of the most relevant works in the area include the following: [PJ06] defines
phases, activities and artifacts for the development of services associated with business
processes. It differs from ours in that although it defines guides for a service oriented
development, it is also focused on the implementation of services as Web Services,
defining technical aspects that cannot be applied with other technologies. Other works
also include the MDD paradigm and its realization the Model Driven Architecture
(MDA) [MDA03], as in [DML06] in which the main focus is the development of service
oriented web systems defining models, metamodels and transformations between them
to obtain a service composition model which expresses the interaction of services to
perform business processes. Although they plan to, the method does not start with the
modeling of business processes, as the methodology presented here does.

In [ZHD07] patterns are defined to guide the definition, transformation and
implementation of technical processes using software services from business processes
in which they call process-driven service oriented architecture. The macroflow pattern
represents long-running business processes and the microflow pattern short-running
technical processes, starting top-down from business process and bottom-up from
software systems, joining them in the middle. Differently, our proposal does not classify
types of processes, and does not use patterns to link models, as they are successively
refined starting from business process models. In [RBM06] models and metamodels for
services are defined to relate them to business processes and the underlying architecture,
focusing the derivation of services to three architectures: brokerless, centralized and
decentralized broker, providing a technical focus, which is not treated in our proposal.

Other approaches aims to relate business processes and software services as in [QDV05]
which uses models expressed in ISDL to relate conceptual models and to asses
conformance between them, which in our work is not made formally. In [LKT04] UML
[UML] software artifacts like use cases, activity and collaboration diagrams are obtained
automatically from business processes expressed in BPMN [BPMN], which is
complementary to ours since we derive from BPMN business processes the needed
services. In [HZ05] business processes are related to technical processes which use
existing services, defining types of realization to identify the quality of the
transformation between them. Although our proposal also takes into account existing
services, it doesn’t relate or constraint the business process because of services.

3 Business process-driven framework

Most of the current software development processes used are based on the philosophy of
interaction and change, given the fact that the requirements of systems are usually
unstable and it should be possible to incorporate them as they arise. These models
classified as "heavy" or "agile", typically indicate that frequent releases are used to
obtain feedback from users, and the construction of the system in iterative way is based
on these incremental releases. A methodology for development-oriented services does
not need to be a completely new methodology, but it could be built over the process or
approach used in the organization, adding specific activities and artifacts for the
development of services, and therefore any process could serve as a base.
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The first proposal of the methodology [DGP06][De06][De07] made in 2005, was
defined over a base process [BP00][BP06] adapted from RUP [RUP], and later RUP
aspects like use cases or models were generalized to suit the process model of
COMPETISOFT [CO06]. The core set defined emphasizes the Disciplines of Business
Modeling, Design and Implementation to identify and model business processes, identify
and derive the services making up these processes, and to design and build
them.[EA04][Er05][KBS05] were references for general aspects and the Business
Modeling Discipline was based on [RUP]. The core methodology was validated with
cases studies in an academic context [DGP06][De07] and improved adding activities and
deliverables in other Disciplines -which are not presented here- such as: testing, quality
assurance, configuration management, deployment and management of services.

The core Disciplines, Activities, Deliverables and Roles presented here differ from the
first proposal in many ways. First of all, they are independent of the RUP and its
elements, and secondly, they are focused on modeling business processes and sub-
processes, indicating how to derive the services from them. In our current work, the
transformations between models are being defined, including the use of metamodels to
make this derivation as automatic as possible.

3.1 Elements of the methodology

As we see in the service orientation paradigm, a key aspect is focused on business
process modeling, taking them as first-class citizens from which to derive the required
software services. The methodology proposed here defines two main activities in the
Business Modeling Discipline to identify and model business processes. Besides, it
defines five activities in the Design Discipline, which are key factors to identify,
categorize, reuse, specify, and define the needed services, and their orchestration or
choreography. The Implementation Discipline indicates the development of services as
designed. Each activity, its input and output deliverables, and associated roles are clearly
defined, as well as associated responsibilities. The roles defined are Software Architect,
Analyst of business and requirements, and Developer specialized in technology.

Business Modeling Discipline

The purpose of the Business Modeling Discipline is to ensure that developers and others
stakeholders have a common understanding of the Organization and derive the
requirements for the software system, linking them to the identified business processes.
The goal is to obtain a map of the organization and its processes to gain a better
understanding of the business and requirements for the software system. The roles
involved are Analyst and Architect, who have meetings with the client to identify them.
The main deliverables are the Assessment of the target Organization with the identified
key aspects and the Business Processes document with the specified business processes.

Assess the target Organization (MN1)

This activity aims to involve the project team with the organization for which the
development is being carried out, in issues such as: the area of business, operation,
employees, etc. of the organization, its current business processes, tools, skills of
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people, customers, competition, technological challenges, problems and areas of
improvement, clearly identifying those stakeholders involved in the business modeling
effort. The role responsible is Analyst but Architect also participates, as both roles are
involved in the business process model effort from which to derive the requirements for
the application. The input of this activity is information about the business obtained from
the stakeholders while the output is the assessment of the target organization which
details its key aspects.

Identify Business Processes (MN2)

This activity has the objective of understanding as well as describing the business
processes in the organization, mainly those related to the application being developed.
Business processes are modeled with the selected notation, i.e. BPMN [BPMN], or
Activity Diagrams of UML [UML], among others. The description must include: actors
involved, control flow including sequence of activities, flow decisions and business
rules. It is recommended to use process patterns (workflow patterns [VTKB03]) to help
in various modeling aspects of business processes. The boundaries of business are
clearly stated, indicating who and what interacts with the organization, specifying
processes both in natural language and graphically. The role responsible is Analyst
although Architect takes part too. As input, this activity has the Assessment of the
Target Organization document, and minutes of meetings with customers. The output will
be the document of the specified Business Processes.

Design Discipline

The purpose of the Design Discipline is that of identifying and cataloging services to
perform the defined business processes , specify their interfaces and define their
operations, the components that will implement them, reusing existing services in the
organization. In addition, it has the target of defining the interaction of services in
orchestrations or choreographies, to carry out the modeled business processes, including
a BPMS when possible, for modeling, implementation, and monitoring of processes,
among others. The roles involved are Architect, Analyst and Developer, being the
Architect responsible for the whole discipline. The deliverables are the Services
document, with specified services, and the Services Catalogue, to include the new
services and search for existing ones.

Identify and categorize services (D1)

This activity is aimed at identifying the services needed to perform the modeled business
processes, classifying them by type of service. Services represent features related to
business concepts, and their categorization into a conceptual hierarchy helps in guiding
the development and avoiding their proliferation in an indiscriminate manner, which is
known as "services syndrome". Services are derived from business process models and
their sub-processes and required functionalities, which have to be provided by services
mapped to software subsystems. The role responsible is the Architect while Analyst and
Developer participates as well. This activity has as input the document of Software
Architecture, the Business Processes document, Requirements document and Services
document. As output, it has the Services document including the identification and
categorization of the informed services.
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Specify services (D2)

This activity aims to specify the services, defining for each one its contract with the
interfaces it provides and its operations and parameters. Each operation in the interface
must specify: a) name of the method, b) required parameters and for each one, its name,
type and description, c) return value, indicating name, type and description d) list of
exceptions, e) brief description of the provided functionality f) pre-conditions for the
successful execution, g) post-conditions that have to be valid after execution. The role
responsible is Architect and Analyst is also involved, due to the fact that the
specification can be carried out by both roles. It has as input and output the Services
document, as input the identification and categorization of services, and as output the
specification of services.

Investigate existing services (D3)

The purpose of this activity is to find services that are already implemented in the
organization and can be reused in the application under development. It could be
necessary to implement intermediary services for reusing other services that are not
completely suited to the application, which is preferable than implement them again
from scratch. To keep track of the services, their contracts and associated software
systems, the Catalogue of services for its registration is defined. The role responsible is
Architect and Analyst is also involved, as it is related to business modeling. The inputs
of this activity are the Catalogue of services where existing services are listed and the
Services document with the defined services, while the output is the Services document
with existing services to reuse and the updated Catalogue of services.

Assign services to components (D4)

This activity aims to define the components to be implemented for providing the
specified services. To assign services to components the question of whom (which
component) will be provided with the services defined by the specified interfaces must
be answered. The existing services also count if there are components providing the
required functionality, or if an intermediary service could be developed to provide it
using existing services. The role responsible is Architect and Developer also participates,
as it involves mapping from design to implementation. The inputs are the Design and the
Services documents, with information of software and services. As output it has the
Development and Services documents, with the components defined for the services.

Define services interaction (D5)

The target of this activity is to define the sequence of interaction between services
needed to perform the identified business processes. It will be an orchestration of
services if it is internal to the organization or choreography if it is a collaborative process
with communication with other organizations or entities. The invocation sequence of
services is shown for each process or sub-process in a sequence diagram describing the
interaction between the services involved. In addition, it is recommended to use a BPMS
to define, implement, enact and manage the invocation sequences in languages such as
BPEL[WSBPEL] or XPDL[XPDL]. The role responsible is the Architect but Analyst
and Developer also participate because interaction of services needs business and
technical knowledge. The inputs are Business Process, Requirements and Services
documents, with information of needed services interaction to perform business
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processes. As output, it has the Services document with the defined interaction and the
Implementation document with the associated details.

Implementation Discipline

The Implementation Discipline aims to develop components providers of services,
according to the assignment of services to components previously performed, the
binding to them for invocations at the application level or between services, using the
defined strategy.

Implement services (I1)

This activity has the objective of implementing the described services , taking into
account the type of service, the designed interfaces, the interaction with other services
(with or without a repository of services, binding in development or execution time). The
only participating role is Developer who is in charge of the implementation of services.
The inputs are the Services document, with the correspondence between design and
implementation, Design and Implementation documents with associated details. Its
output is the service implemented in the specified component.

4 Case study – the “Grant Loan” business process

The “Grant Loan” business process of a bank specifies the procedure defined to carry out
the steps for the granting of loans to its customers. The bank is the target Organization
in which the software project is taking part. The business process starts when a customer
goes to the bank to request a loan, filling out the documentation. The request is sent to
the Loan Authorization section, where the personnel study the documentation assessing
the client’s loan history, requested amount , and the client’s credit information provided
by the Credit Information Centre. The loan is approved or rejected and the resolution is
sent back to the Customer Service area, which informs the client. If approved the client
has to sign a loan contract and withdraw the money. In either case, the resolution is
registered in the client’s loan history. There are three actors involved: Client, Bank and
Credit Information Centre, and inside the Bank there are also two different sections. It is
worth mentioning that although the Bank owns the “Grant Loan” business process, it is a
collaborative process since it has communications with other organizations.

4.1 Using the methodology

The first activities to be performed are the two defined in the Business Modeling
Discipline, so the Analysts and the Architect have meetings with stakeholders and
identify, among other things, the main business processes to develop. In this case study,
it is the “Grant Loan” business process, which is shown in figure 1 using BPMN.
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Figure 1: business process model of “Grant Loan“ in BPMN

The notation and tool to be used in modeling the business processes have to be selected
accordingly with the Organization’s capabilities, including the economic ones; the
important thing is to express the business processes graphically to help the understanding
and further analysis for their implementation. Other important thing to keep in mind
while carrying this selection out is the scope that the business process modeling effort
would have. If it is mainly for better communication of ideas between the stakeholders,
including business persons, it would be preferable to use a simple and business oriented
notation like BPMN. Moreover, this notation could be transformed both into BPEL and
XPDL, so business processes could also be deployed into a compatible business process
engine, which supports the enactment of processes.

In the model presented in figure 1, it can be seen that there are three red rectangles which
contain subparts of the process. These rectangles correspond to the following sub-
processes: SP1-“Loan Request”, SP2-“Loan Authorization” and SP3-“Loan Delivery”,
identified in the business process, which make the general process more manageable and
simpler, facilitating the derivation of services from it. If uses cases are used, the
identified sub-processes correspond to the system use cases performing the business
process. To identify the needed services as defined in the Identify and categorize
services (D1) activity, the functional requirements of each sub-process have to be
identified and specified, and further refined, accordingly to the design activities. In the
case study, the high level services identified from the “Grant Loan” business process are
shown in table 1, together with the sub-process and a description.
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Table 1: Definition of services from requirements of sub-process

Service Sub-process Description

RegisterLoanRequest SP1–“Loan
Request”

It models the interaction between client
and Customer Service when the loan is
requested.

ReviewClientHistory
(defined for reuse)

SP2–“Loan
Authorization”

It abstracts the management of the
client’s history.

ReviewClientCreditInfo
(defined for reuse)

SP2–“Loan
Authorization”

It abstracts the interaction with the
Credit Information Center.

RegisterClientInfo
(defined for reuse)

SP2–“Loan
Authorization”

It registers Client’s information.

RegisterLoanGranted SP3-“Loan
Delivery”

It models the interaction between client
and Customer Service when the loan is
approved.

As we can see in table 1, for the SP2-“Loan Authorization” sub-process there are three
services identified and defined for reuse: ReviewClientHistory, ReviewClientCreditInfo
and RegisterClientInfo. This is carried out since the probabilities that other applications
need to obtain the client’s history of loans in the bank as well as the client’s credit
information in the Credit Information Centre, or to register client’s information, are high.
Also, it is advisable to design services for reuse in the organization, since the
Catalogue of services is searched every time to find services to be reused in new
applications. Once a service is identified and categorized, its functional contract is
specified, as indicated in the Specify services (D2) activity. The services are iterative
and incrementally identified, defined, categorized and specified, performing the two first
activities once and again as the projects evolve and the team gains knowledge of the
organization and its business processes. Once the main business processes have been
identified and specified, the Investigate existing services (D3) activity is performed,
searching in the Catalogue of services for services or system functionalities that bring
the desired behavior, or for a composition that could bring it. After that, the components
to provide the functionalities of the services are designed, following the guides included
in the Assign services to components (D4) activity.

Finally, the interaction of services into orchestrations or choreographies is defined, as the
Define services interaction (D5) activity indicates, that is, taking a business process and
its identified sub-process, the flow of interaction of services has to be defined, following
the business process model flow. This interaction could be presented by sub-processes to
make the whole process more understandable, joining them to make up the general
process. This interaction between defined services is shown in a UML sequence
diagram, as it clearly describes the interchange of messages between the participants. In
figure 2 the sequence diagram in UML for the SP2-“Loan Authorization” sub-process is
shown, including the interaction with internal defined services and external services
from other organizations.
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Figure 2: UML sequence diagram for SP2-“Loan Authorization” sub-process

As it can be seen in figure 2, the two invocations in the SP2-“Loan Authorization” sub-
process to the services performing it, are concurrent (as it is stated in the business
process model), and the result it returns is made up of the logical AND of the results
from its invocations. The sequence diagram also helps us clarify operations in the
contract of each service, or refine them if it shows that something is missing or
misunderstood. So, it could be carried out when defining the service’s contract, although
the whole interaction of services is still unknown. The diagram shows how and with
which other services each one interacts, and clearly identifies external services to be
negotiated with partner organizations.

As service functionality has to be implemented, classes, subsystems and/or components
associated with each service have to be defined too. In the example, the subsystems
defined could be “ClientManagement”, “LoanManagement”, “AccountsManagement”,
assigning the services identified to them, i.e. the RegisterLoanRequest and
RegisterLoanGranted services are assigned to the “LoanManagement” subsystem, and
the “ReviewClientData” service -not shown here- is assigned to the
“ClientManagement” one. Inside each subsystem the classes to implement the
operations defined are designed, for now, in a conceptual way. We are working in
defining transformations from BPMN to OMG service profile [UPMS07] to support the
automatic derivation, when possible, of services classes from business processes.
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5 Conclusions and future work

In this work, we have presented a service oriented methodology for the derivation of
software services from business process models, which is included in a framework under
development for the improvement of business processes. The methodology is composed
of a core set of Disciplines, Activities, Deliverables and Roles, to guide the development
of this type of software, taking into account the main characteristics defined by the
paradigm.

Business processes are first-citizen classes since one of the most important activities
prescribed is the business process modeling in the selected notation, applying process
patterns to reuse known solutions to modeling problems. As part of the methodology, the
derivation of services from business processes and sub-processes is stated following the
guides of the defined activities. To illustrate its use, a case study is presented based on
the generic “Grant Loan” of a bank, which explains step by step how to identify and
obtain the needed services from business process models, and how to define the
interaction of services to perform the identified business processes.

In this way, software services are derived from business process models in a
straightforward way, so the next step to complete the methodological aspect of the
framework we are working on, is to define transformations between models and
metamodels from BPMN and the OMG service profile, to automate the defined
derivations as much as possible. We will also investigate for other notations. We think
that the methodology proposed here is simple but powerful enough to be easily applied
in various environments complementing almost any software development process
which needs to incorporate guides for service oriented development based on business
processes.
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